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Abstract
Text simplification (TS) is the technique of reducing the lexi-
cal, syntactical complexity of text. Existing automatic TS sys-
tems can simplify text only by lexical simplification or by
manually defined rules. Neural Machine Translation (NMT)
is a recently proposed approach for Machine Translation
(MT) that is receiving a lot of research interest. In this paper,
we regard original English and simplified English as two lan-
guages, and apply a NMT model–Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) encoder-decoder on TS to make the neural network to
learn text simplification rules by itself. Then we discuss chal-
lenges and strategies about how to apply a NMT model to the
task of text simplification.
Introduction
Text simplification (TS) aims to simplify the lexical, gram-
matical, or structural complexity of text while retaining its
semantic meaning. It can help various groups of people, in-
cluding children, non-native speakers, the functionally illit-
erate, and people with cognitive disabilities, to understand
text better. Moreover, TS relates to many Natural Language
Processing tasks, such as parsing, machine translation, and
summarization (Chandrasekar, Doran, and Srinivas 1996).
Many simplification approaches are used to create simpli-
fied text, including substituting, adding, or removing words;
and shortening, splitting, dropping, or merging sentences.
Different simplification approaches are applied based upon
context, length, and syntactic structure of source words and
sentences (Petersen and Ostendorf 2007). Usually, multi-
ple simplification approaches work together to simplify text.
Research into automatic text simplification has been ongo-
ing for decades. It is generally divided into three systems:
lexical simplification, rule-based, and machine translation.
A lexical simplification (LS) system simplifies text
mainly by substituting infrequently-used and difficult words
with frequently-used and easier words. The general process
for lexical simplification includes: identification of difficult
words; finding synonyms or similar words by various simi-
larity measures (Glavasˇ and Sˇtajner 2015); ranking and se-
lecting the best candidate word based on criteria such as lan-
guage model; and keeping the grammar and syntax of a sen-
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tence correct. However, the LS system is not able to simplify
a complex syntactic structure.
Rule-based systems use handcrafted rules for syntactic
simplification, and substitute difficult words using prede-
fined vocabulary (Siddharthan and Mandya 2014). Through
analyzing syntactic structure, a sentence with a particular
structure can be transformed into a simple structure. For
example, if a long sentence contains “not only” and “but
also”, it could be split into two sentences. The disadvantages
are that this kind of simplification system needs significant
human-involvement to manually define rules; and that it is
hopeless to write an exhaustive set of rules.
Machine Translation (MT) approaches for TS are show-
ing very good performance. Original English and simplified
English can be thought of as two different languages. TS
would be the process to translate English to simplified En-
glish (Some call it Monolingual Machine Translation) (Zhu,
Bernhard, and Gurevych 2010). The English Wikipedia and
the Simple English Wikipedia can be used to create a paral-
lel corpus of aligned sentences to train the system.
Neural Machine Translation (NMT) is a newly proposed
MT approach. It achieves very impressive results on MT
tasks (Cho et al. 2014) (Sutskever, Vinyals, and Le 2014).
Instead of operating on small components separately, as with
a traditional MT system, the NMT system attempts to build
a single large neural network such that every component is
tuned based upon training sentence pairs. In this paper, we
propose to apply the NMT model to the TS task. To the best
of our knowledge, it is the first work to apply Neural Ma-
chine Translation to text simplification. Contrary to previous
approaches, NMT systems do not rely upon similarity mea-
sures or heavily handcrafted rules. The deep neural network
can learn all simplification rules by itself.
NMT Model on Text Simplification
This section introduces the RNN encoder-decoder NMT
model; explains differences between TS and MT tasks;
and discusses challenges and strategies for applying RNN
encoder-decoder on text simplification.
RNN Encoder-Decoder Model
We define Vs and Vt as the vocabulary of the source lan-
guage and the target language; and V ∗s and V
∗
t as all se-
quences (sentences) over Vs and Vt respectively. Given a
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Most frequent words (e.g.,
top 15,000) are used for
source and target languages.
Every out-of-vocabulary
word is replaced with UNK
token.
Infrequent words cannot be
simply ignored in the TS
task. It is important to sim-
plify them.
|Vs| ≈ |Vt| and Vs ∩ Vt = ∅ |Vt|  |Vs| and Vt ⊂ Vs
Nearly no sharing words in
source sentence X and tar-
get sentence Y .
Some or even all words in
Y may remain the same af-
ter simplifying X .
The relation between source
sentence and target sentence
is usually one to one.
The relation could be one to
many (splitting) or many to
one (merging).
Table 1: Differences Between MT and TS task
source sentence X = (x1, x2, ..., xl), where X ∈ V ∗s ,
xi ∈ Vs, and xi is the ith word in X , the target (simplified)
sentence is Y = (y1, y2, ..., yl′). l and l′ are the length of the
sentences. The length is not fixed. Our goal is to build a neu-
ral network to model the conditional probability p(Y |X),
then train the model to maximize the probability.
RNN is a class of Neural Network in which the connec-
tions between internal units may form a directed cycle to
exhibit the entire history of previous inputs. The structure
of RNN makes it an ideal model to process sequence in-
puts such as sentences with arbitrary lengths. RNN Encoder-
Decoder (Cho et al. 2014) (Sutskever, Vinyals, and Le 2014)
is a NMT model that can be jointly trained to maximize the
conditional probability of a target sequence given a source
sequence p(Y |X). It consists of two RNNs. One encodes
the source sentence into a fixed length vector. The other de-
codes the vector into a target sentence. We intend to apply
the RNN Encoder-Decoder model to the TS task.
To make RNN capture short-term and long-term depen-
dencies of a sentence, the type of hidden units should
be carefully selected. The hidden units can be Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhu-
ber 1997) (Sutskever, Vinyals, and Le 2014) or other gating
units (Cho et al. 2014). The gating hidden units are crucial
for RNN to “understand” a sentence, since they are able to
carry out information from the previous hidden state, and
drop irrelevant information.
Challenges and Strategies for Text Simplification
using RNN Encoder-Decoder
We may apply the RNN encoder-decoder model in two ways
for text simplification. We will use this model as part of
a LS system as an additional feature by scoring the candi-
date words of a source word. A LS system usually uses an
N-gram language model and information contents to score
candidate words. Theoretically, the NMT model is able to
strengthen the LS system to capture linguistic regularities
of whole sentences. Once the training of the RNN encoder-
decoder is complete, we can produce the simplified sentence
by Yˆ = argmaxY p(Y |X). The candidate words will be se-
lected accordingly to maximize the conditional probability.
We can use this model also to simplify English sentences
directly. However, there are differences between the TS task
and the MT task, which we list in Table 1. Therefore, a sin-
gle NMT model is not able to handle different text simplifi-
cation operations. An option is to design a particular neural
network or other type of classifier to detect which opera-
tion(e.g., splitting, merging) should be applied first. Then,
we could design a different RNN encoder-decoder model to
simplify a specific simplification operation. For example, the
update gate and the forget gate of hidden units should mem-
orize the long dependency for the merging operation of a
long input sentence. The hidden units should focus on the
short dependency for the splitting operation.
Future Work
This work is at an early stage. Due to the lack of available
aligned sentence pairs, the first step is to collect training
data. We plan to do so in two ways: crowdsourcing, or auto-
matic discovery of aligned sentences from Simple English
Wikipedia and English Wikipedia. We will then train the
RNN encoder-decoder to score candidate words on a lexi-
cal simplification system. Our final goal is to build the RNN
encoder-decoder model to simplify any English sentence.
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